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Abstract. Access control in the Semantic Social Software platform KiWi
combines the process of authentication, authorization and encryption.
These three concepts have been elaborated on the needs of todays so-
cial networking deployment. Due to the growing number of users, who
sign up on more than one digital social network, the need for a stan-
dardized authentication and data-maintaining protocol has emerged. In
this demonstration paper, we present how the authentication protocol
FOAF+SSL has been applied in KiWi and how its functionality can be
extended to enable access control in a wiki-like, collaborative environ-
ment.

1 Authentication in KiWi

The KiWi platform allows three alternatives for authenticating on the system:
User-Password authentication, login via facebook and client-server-certificate au-
thentication with FOAF+SSL. FOAF+SSL enables authentication by redirect-
ing to an identity provider (idp) service, passing the URL of its authentication
servlet. The idp service then verifies the validity of the client certificate stored
in the local browser, and returns to the authentication servlet passing the users
webID, the current timestamp and the signature of the whole URL as HTTP
GET parameters webID, ts and sig. This assures that no attacker changed the
URL of the HttpResponse after verifying the validity of the certificate.

2 Data Import and Updates

After KiWi’s authentication servlet retrieves and verifies the correctness of the
webID, the personal data is imported. KiWi checks the database for a user
with the provided webID. If no result is given, the system creates a new user
using foaf:nick as the login name and extracts the full name of the person
out of foaf:givenName, foaf:firstName, foaf:surname, foaf:familyName. If
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another user account with the same nick already exists, the client-certificate
owner either has to prove that the user account belongs to himself by providing
his KiWi password or has to choose another nick. Afterwards, all triples are also
loaded into the triplestore, which enables the usage of these data, for instance
by using it for content, tag or personal network recommendations.

Updates on the foaf file can be executed either directly via the KiWi platform
or remotely with HTTP POST calls. The HTTP POST content is a SPARQL
query that specifies the triples to be deleted and/or added to the foaf file, as
recommended by the SPARQL Update group [1], and additionally provides a
signature over the update query and the current timestamp.

3 Beyond the border: Securing collaborative content

Authorization in KiWi it is divided into three different concepts: Global per-
missions, individual content item permissions and RDF type based permission
management. Type based permissions restrict read and/or write actions on con-
tent items with a specific RDF type.

Besides of Access Control Lists, the RSA key-pair that is used to authenticate
with FOAF+SSL can further be used to sign and to encrypt data on the platform.
Signatures over created content using the user’s private key ensure that the
content has not been modified by a third user. Due to scalability and performance
reasons, a signature is created over the MD5 hash value of the content instead
of the content itself.

Encryption of the content are realized similar to PGP1 by using a one-time
pad to encrypt the data and providing the symmetric key encrypted with the
reader’s public key. Decryption takes place during the rendering process of the
encrypted content item. Since we do not want to store the user’s private key
on the platform, a client application checks the local keystore and decrypts the
one-time pad. The decrypted one-time pad is then used to decrypt the content
item.

Authenticating identities on the web and signing and encrypting collaborative
content is the first step towards the web of trust paradigm for digital social
networks. This demonstration paper aimed to outline the contribution of the
KiWi system to the security and privacy topics in the field of Semantic Social
Software. We hope that our contribution leads to a wider implementation of
privacy in social networks.
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